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By Bren Simmers

Nightwood Editions, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Hastings-Sunrise is a love letter to a fleeting place and time. Bren Simmers s second
collection captures her old East Vancouver neighbourhood in the midst of upheaval. As it is
colonized by tides of matching plaid and diners serving pulled-pork pancakes, condo developments
replace the small businesses and cheap rentals that once gave the area its charm.Much like
opening a set of nesting dolls, leafing through the collection exposes further layers of depth and
intimacy. Within the context of cultural change, Simmers explores the meaning to be found in
everyday things: the making of a home, the life built from daily routines. At the same time, she
reveals the dissonance that can occur between personal and large-scale change: Twitter feed of
melting sea ice, / colony collapse / while we picnic under pink ribbons, / kiss again like we mean it.
Throughout the collection, the poet s eye unfailingly lights on the perfect details to evoke a scene:
On Mr. Donair s spit, / the earth rotates. Papal smoke emits / from Polonia Sausage, semis shunt /
downtown. Visual poems forming maps of Christmas lights and...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been writtern quite properly and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to
read the book.
-- Dr. Catherine Wehner-- Dr. Catherine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna read through once again
again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i have got go through within my personal existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Brian Bauch-- Brian Bauch
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